Tri-Air Innovations
In association with Kent Tooling and Components Ltd

Introducing the NEW ‘Tri-Air’ Single blade volume control damper
 A 100% British designed and manufactured product
 Unique, spring release/locking mechanism


Extended handle support for ease of insulating

 Patent applied for – application no: 0903565.0

Tri-Air Innovations single blade volume control damper
The unique Tri-Air Damper is now in full production for the UK duct market, where it is already experiencing a strong
demand.
The product combines the simplicity of a single blade damper with the demands of blade setting accuracy and product
reliability, yet is available at a market price equivalent to the most basic dampers around.
The Tri-Air Damper is designed for the Circular/Spiral Duct market and will slot easily into all proprietary brands.
The spring release handle mechanism enables dampers to be accurately set in many different positions between open and
closed, and will not slip or rattle even under the most hostile conditions.
In addition, the cleverly designed handle support structure has recessed elevations to allow for the unobstructed
installation of duct lagging without disturbing the mechanism. This makes lagging far easier, both during duct erection or
on retrofit applications.
What is also very significant is that the product has been designed and manufactured solely within the UK and will more
than match any imported products for quality and price value. Local production also ensures continuous product supply
and stable pricing unaffected by constant exchange rate variances.
The product conforms to current DW 143/144 specifications.
Demand can be comfortably met from stocks being held throughout the UK. In addition, overseas agents will be appointed
to develop the export markets.
For further information please contact Richard Perrin, Telephone: 01227 700015 email: kent_tooling@btinternet.com
Kent Tooling & Components Ltd, Registered office: ‘Windgates’, Church Lane, Waltham, Canterbury, Kent, CT4 5SS
webpage: www.tri-prodampers.com
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Tri-Air single blade volume control Damper
Dimensional data:
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NB: Other sizes also readily available
Tri-Air dampers are manufactured in the UK and have extensive stocks available which enable
prompt delivery anywhere in the UK and Ireland.
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